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We develop a method of the ab-initio alulation for the ore-level x-ray photoemission spe-
trosopy (XPS). By alulating one-eletron states in the presene of ore-hole potential, exited
states are onstruted by distributing eletrons on these one-eletron states. The overlap integrals
between the exited states and the ground state are evaluated by using the wavefuntions with and
without the ore-hole potential, and nally the XPS spetra are obtained. Implementing the proe-
dure, we obtain the spin-resolved 3s-ore XPS spetra in ferromagneti iron without any adjustable
parameters, in good agreement with the experiment. The spetral shapes are quite dierent for
dierent spin hannels. We explain the behavior in terms of the dierene in the one-eletron states
sreening the ore-hole potential.
PACS numbers: 79.60.-i 71.15.Qe 71.20.Be
I. INTRODUCTION
Eletroni struture alulations based on the den-
sity funtional theory with the loal approximation
have provided valuable information on the ground state
properties.
1
Various attempts beyond the loal density
approximation (LDA) have also been worked out. These
approahes have made great suess on prediting a-
urate eletroni strutures without introduing any ad-
justable parameters.
2
However, the LDA and its exten-
sions have not been suited to treat highly-exited states,
and are usually limited to alulate the ground-state
properties. For example, although the x-ray photoemis-
sion spetrosopy (XPS) from inner-ore states is a pow-
erful method to investigate the dynamial response to
the loal perturbation assoiated with the photo-exited
ore-hole,
3
the orresponding spetra have not been al-
ulated from the rst priniples.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a method of the
ab-initio alulation for the inner-ore level XPS spe-
tra. It is known that the spetra show asymmetri shape
as a funtion of binding energy near the threshold in
metals.
4
This phenomenon is related to the singularity
in the response funtion near the Fermi edge.
5,6,7
The
spetra sometimes show extra peaks alled satellites in
systems of strongly-orrelated eletrons. One example
is in systems of rare-earth-metal ompounds, where the
main and satellite peaks are explained as well-sreened"
and poorly-sreened" states, respetively.
8,9
Another no-
table example is a satellite around 6 eV separate from
the threshold on the 2p-XPS in a ferromagneti metal
Ni.
10
It arises from a ombined eet of sreening the
ore-hole potential and the interation between eletrons.
Feldkamp and Davis (FD) analyzed the 2p-XPS spetra
in Ni by developing a numerial method on the Hub-
bard model.
11
Evaluating the overlap between the exited
states and the ground state, they obtained the spetra in
good agreement with the experiment.
The method we develop in this paper is as an exten-
sion of the FD theory to an ab-initio level. First, we
arry out the band alulation within the LDA to ob-
tain the one-eletron states in the ground state. We use
the augmented plane wave (APW) method instead of the
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method, sine we need
the wavefuntions later. Next, we onsider a system of
superells with one ore-hole per ell. The ore hole is
introdued by removing an eletron from the ore level,
whih wavefuntion is assumed to be loalized. In this
system, we arry out the band alulation to obtain the
one-eletron states. To guarantee the harge neutrality,
we add one extra eletron in eah superell. To be ex-
at, there should exist only one ore-hole in rystal for
the XPS event. In this situation, as known in the im-
purity problem, the loal harge neutrality is naturally
satised aording to the Friedel sum rule.
12
The super-
ell method works better as inreasing the ell size. Note
that not only the eet of ore-hole potential but also
that of eletron-eletron interations are taken into a-
ount in the one-eletron states thus obtained through
the exhange-orrelation potential. Disretizing the mo-
mentum spae into nite number of points, we distribute
eletrons into the one-eletron states to onstrut the ex-
ited states. The lowest-energy state with ore hole is
given by piling eletrons into all one-eletron levels up
to the Fermi level. One eletron-hole pair, two eletron-
hole pairs, and so on, are reated from this ore-hole
state. Finally, we alulate the XPS spetra by evalu-
ating the overlaps between these exited states and the
ground states with the help of the one-eletron wavefun-
tions.
We substantiate this senario by applying the pro-
edure to the 3s-ore XPS in the ferromagneti Fe
metal.
13,14,15,16,17,18,19
The spetra are resolved with re-
spet to the spin of photoeletron or equivalently the spin
of ore hole. Hereafter we all the majority and minor-
ity spin as the up and down spin, respetively. The ore
hole with up (down) spin indiates that one ore ele-
2tron with up (down) spin is missing. The spetra show a
strong dependene on the spin;
16
for the ore hole with
up spin, the spetral intensity is distributed in a wide
region of binding energy with a lear satellite peak; for
the ore hole with down spin, the spetra have a slightly
asymmetri peak with no satellite peak. These features
indiate that the sreening eet on the ore hole with
up spin is quite dierent from that with down spin. So
far, suh spetra have been analyzed using a single band
Hubbard model,
20
but it is too simple to ompare quan-
titatively the experimental data.
16
We demonstrate that
the present sheme works well by omparing the alu-
lated spetra with the experimental data.
Sine the ore hole has a spin-degrees of freedom, the
exhange eet plays an important role, whih is dierent
from the impurity potential problem in dilute alloys.
21,22
We ould explain the strong spin dependene of the spe-
tra in relation to 3d-bands hanged by the ore hole. For
the ore hole with up spin, the 3d eletrons with down
spin are strongly attrated by the ore-hole potential, re-
sulting in an oversreening, while the 3d eletrons with
up spin are little inuened by the ore-hole potential be-
ause of the exhange eet, resulting in an antisreen-
ing due to the repulsion between 3d eletrons. The loal
spin moment is reversed at the ore-hole site. On the
other hand, for the ore hole with down spin, the 3d ele-
trons with up spin are strongly attrated by the ore-hole
potential, but the unoupied 3d states available to the
sreening are limited, resulting in an inomplete sreen-
ing. The shortage of the sreening is ompensated by the
3d eletrons with down spin. The spin-dependent XPS
spetra are interpreted in terms of these hanges in the
3d one-eletron states.
Note that the 3s satellite is onventionally interpreted
as a multiplet splitting between the 3s and 3d eletrons
on the basis of the atomi model.
15
However, the ele-
troni struture given in this paper is quite dierent from
what the atomi model predits. The number of 3d ele-
trons is inreased nearly one at the ore-hole site in aor-
dane with Friedel sum rule, and the one-eletron states
are strongly modied from the ground state, and even
quasi-bound states appear.
Furthermore, we alulate the 1s-ore XPS spetra to
larify the situation by omparison with the 3s-ore spe-
tra. Sine the 1s wavefuntion is so loalized that the
exhange eet on the 3d one-eletron states is expeted
to be relatively small. This is atually the ase, and we
obtain the XPS spetra, whih are less dependent on the
spin.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2,
we formulate the XPS spetra with the ab-initio method.
In Se. 3, we present the alulated XPS spetra for Fe
3s- and 1s-ore in omparison with the experiment. The
last setion is devoted to the onluding remarks.
II. FORMULATION
A. XPS spetra
We onsider the situation that a ore eletron is exited
to a high energy state with energy ǫ by absorbing the x
ray with energy ωq. Then the probability of nding a
photoeletron with energy ǫ may be proportional to
IXPSσ (ωq − ǫ) =
2π|w|2
∑
f
|〈f |sσ|g〉|2δ(ωq + Eg − ǫ − Ef ), (1)
where w represents the transition matrix element from
the ore state loalized at a partiular site to the state
of photoeletron. The sσ is the annihilation operator of
a relevant ore eletron, whih is assumed to have only
spin σ as the internal degrees of freedom. State |g〉 rep-
resents the ground state with energy Eg, while |f〉 rep-
resents the nal state with energy Ef . For the deni-
tion of |f〉, the photoeletron is exluded. In the atual
alulation, we replae the δ-funtion by the Lorentzian
funtion with the full width of half maximum (FWHM)
2Γs to taking aount of the life-time broadening of the
ore level. It should be noted here that we an speify
the spin of ore hole by resolving the spin of photoele-
tron. Sine the ore-hole potential indues the sreening
in the nal state, the eletroni struture would beome
dierent from the ground state. Therefore, the spetra
would be spin-dependent in the magneti system, due to
the exhange interation.
B. Overlap integrals
The KKR method ould solve a single ore-hole prob-
lem in the nal state. Atually it is suessfully applied to
alloy problems with ombined to the oherent-potential
approximation (CPA).
23,24
However, it may not be useful
in the present problem, beause we need the information
of wavefuntions. Instead, we onsider a periodi array of
superells ontaining one ore-hole per ell, and alulate
the one-eletron states by means of the augmented plane
wave (APW) method. The larger the unit ell size is,
the better results are expeted to ome out. Inner-ore
states, for example 1s, 2s, 2p, and 3s in Fe, are treated
as loalized states within a mun-tin sphere, so that
we ould diretly speify the ore hole site. To ensure
the harge neutrality, we assume ne + 1 band eletrons
per unit ell instead of ne band eletrons in the ground
state. One additional eletron per unit ell would not
ause large errors in evaluating one-eletron states in the
limit of large unit ell size. We write the resulting single
partile states with energy eigenvalue ǫn(k) as
ψnk(r) =
1√
Nc
∑
j
φnk(r−Rj) exp(ikRj), (2)
3Core Hole Site 1st Neighbor Site
2nd Neighbor Site 3rd Neighbor site 
Figure 1: Sketh of a superell ontaining ore holes in b
Fe.
with
φnk(r−Rj) = unk(r)eik(r−Rj), (3)
where unk(r −Rj) is a periodi funtion with hanging
unit ells, and j runs overNc unit ells. We use these one-
eletron states as substitutes for the states under a single
ore-hole. We distribute Ne (≡ neNc) band eletrons
on these states to onstrut exited states. In addition,
we arry out the band alulation in the absene of the
ore hole with assuming ne band eletrons per unit ell.
The wavefuntion and eigenenergy are denoted as ψ
(0)
nk (r)
and ǫ
(0)
n (k), respetively. All the lowest Ne levels are
oupied in the ground state. Then, the matrix elements
onneting the ground and nal states are expressed as
〈f |sσ|i〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
S1,1 S2,1 ..... SNe,1
S1,2 S2,2 ..... SNe,2
.... .... .... ....
S1,Ne S2,Ne ...... SNe,Ne
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (4)
with
Si,i′ =
∫
φ∗i (r)φ
(0)
i′ (r)d
3r, (5)
where the integral is arried out within a unit ell. Sub-
sripts i = (n,k) and i′ = (n′,k′) are running over o-
upied states in the nal state and in the ground state,
respetively. The orresponding energies are
Ef = ǫ1 + ǫ2 + · · ·+ ǫNe , (6)
Eg = ǫ
(0)
1 + ǫ
(0)
2 + · · ·+ ǫ(0)Ne . (7)
Substituting Eqs. (4), (6), and (7) into Eq. (1), we obtain
the XPS spetra.
Table I: Sreening harge with respet to the d symmetry
within the mun-tin sphere on the 3s-ore-hole site.
∆nd↑ ∆nd↓ ∆nd (total)
up spin hole -1.44 2.38 0.94
down spin hole 0.47 0.48 0.95
III. CALCULATED RESULTS
We apply the above method to alulate the XPS spe-
tra for the 3s and 1s ores in Fe metal. We use a superell
ontaining 27 iron atoms, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
rst Brillouin zone (BZ) for the superells beomes muh
smaller than the original rst BZ. Aordingly, the energy
bands in the absene of ore hole is folded. To demon-
strate the reliability of our superell alulation, we show
in Fig. 2 the DOS alulated in the superell system with-
out ore hole. The DOS resolved into the majority (up)
spin and minority (down) spin reprodues well the previ-
ous results.
25
In addition, the DOS is projeted onto the
d symmetry (d-DOS) within the mun-tin sphere, whih
urve is lose to the total DOS. This indiates that the
most part of the DOS arises from the 3d states.
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Figure 2: DOS alulated in a system of superells with no
ore hole in ferromagneti iron. The solid line represents the
DOS projeted onto the d-symmetry within the mun-tin
sphere.
A. 3s-ore hole
1. one-eletron states
How are the one-eletron states modied by the ore-
hole potential? We explain the hange through the
hange in the d-DOS at the ore-hole site. Figure 3
shows the d-DOS alulated in the presene of the 3s-ore
hole, and table I lists the sreening harge ∆nd, whih is
dened by the hange in the oupied eletron number
aused by the ore-hole potential within the mun-tin
sphere at the ore-hole site.
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Figure 3: The d-DOS at the site of 3s-ore hole with (a)up
spin and (b)down spin.
Up spin ore-hole
Figure 3(a) shows the d-DOS at the site of ore hole
with up spin. By omparing with the d-DOS with no ore
hole, we notie that the attrative ore-hole potential is
strongly working on the 3d eletrons with down spin,
pulling down the d-DOS. A large weight develops around
the bottom of the band. Even quasi-bound states seem to
be formed. It looks like an oversreening (the sreening
harge reahes 2.38). On the other hand, the 3d eletrons
with up spin are prevented from oming lose to the ore
hole by the exhange eet, thereby the attrative po-
tential would be less eetive. The repulsion between
3d eletrons pushes the 3d states upward, resulting in a
ompensation of the oversreening (the sreening harge
-1.44). As a total, the sreening harge is 0.94. This in-
diates that the sreening is almost omplete within the
mun-tin sphere on the ore-hole site.
Down spin ore-hole
Figure 3(b) shows the d-DOS at the site of the ore
hole with down spin. The attrative potential is now
strongly working on the up spin states, pulling down the
d-DOS. Again a large weight develops around the bottom
of the band. The dierene is that the sreening harge is
limited to 0.47 in the up spin 3d states, even after nearly
all oupied states are pulled down below the Fermi level.
Therefore, the sreening has to be ompleted by the down
spin 3d states. Sine the attrative potential is less ee-
tive on the minority spin eletrons due to the exhange
eet, there is no appreiable weight around the bottom
of the band. The sreening is ompleted only through
a moderate transfer of weight from unoupied levels to
the oupied levels.
2. XPS spetra
We onstrut the exited states by distributing Ne
band eletrons on the one-eletron states in the presene
of the ore hole. Sine the rst BZ is quite small, we pik
up only the Γ-point and distribute 8×27 eletrons on 3d,
4s, 4p bands. The exited state with the lowest energy is
given by piling one-eletron states up to the Fermi level.
Then, piking up an oupied eletron from these states
and plaing it on a some unoupied state, we reate one
eletron-hole pair. We reate two eletron-hole pairs in
a similar way. We alulate Eq. (1) with these exited
states by evaluating the Slater determinant in Eq. (4)
with the use of the APW wavefuntions. Sine the rst
BZ is quite small, we take aount of the states at the Γ-
point only. Figure 4 shows the alulated XPS spetra as
a funtion of the binding energy ωq−ǫ in omparison with
the experiment.
16
The ontributions from zero, one, and
two eletron-hole pairs are separately shown. The alu-
lated spetra reprodue well the experimental data. In
the following, we disuss the origin of the spetra.
Up spin ore-hole
The exited state with the lowest energy (no eletron-
hole pair), denoted as |f0〉, has a nite overlap with the
ground state |g〉, giving rise to intensities on the thresh-
old (broadened by a Lorentzian funtion with FWHM
2Γs = 2.0 eV). The energy of threshold is adjusted to
oinide with the experimental value. The overlap is
given by 〈f0|s↑|g〉 = A↑A↓ with A↑ = 0.980 + i 0.079
and A↓ = −0.055 − i 0.352, where A↑ and A↓ represent
the overlap with respet to up spin eletrons and with
respet to down spin eletrons, respetively. In prini-
ple, suh overlap tends to be zero with Ne → ∞, a-
ording to the Anderson orthogonality theorem.
6
In suh
innite systems, energy levels beome ontinuous near
the Fermi level and thereby innite numbers of eletron-
hole pairs ould be reated with small exitation ener-
gies, leading to the so alled Fermi edge singularity in
the XPS spetra. The nite ontribution obtained above
arises from the disreteness of energy levels and ould be
interpreted as the integral intensity of singular spetra
near the threshold, aording to the model alulations
to other systems.
9,11
Note that |A↑|2 = 0.966, whih is
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Figure 4: XPS spetra as a funtion of binding energy for
the 3s-ore hole with (a) up spin and (b) down spin. The
experimental data are taken from Ref. [16℄.
lose to 1, in spite of the large modiation of the loal
3d-DOS at the ore-hole site (see Fig. 3(a)). This may
be understood as follows; sine the 3d bands with up
spin are almost oupied in the ground state, the wave-
funtions of the 3d bands in the presene of ore hole
ould be nearly represented by a unitary transform of the
wavefuntions of the oupied 3d eletrons in the ground
states. Therefore the value of the Slater determinant in
the up spin hannel ould not be hanged by the pres-
ene of the ore hole. On the other hand, |A↓|2 = 0.127,
suggesting that the wavefuntions of the oupied lev-
els are onsiderably modied from those of the ground
state in the down spin hannel, whih modiations are
brought about by the mixing of the unoupied states of
the ground state, beause the 3d bands are only partially
oupied in the ground state. This hange redues the
value of the Slater determinant in the down spin hannel.
For the exitation of one eletron-hole pair, the on-
tributions from the up spin hannel are negligibly small.
Sine the wavefuntions of the unoupied levels are al-
most orthogonal to the wavefuntions of the 3d bands
of the ground state, the Slater determinant orrespond-
ing to the the oupation of suh states would be almost
vanishing. On the other hand, the exitations of one
eletron-hole pair in the down spin hannel ould give
rise to a onsiderable ontribution to the spetra; eah
one-eletron wavefuntion of oupying eletrons is mod-
ied from those of the ground state by the mixing of
the unoupied states, resulting in non-vanishing Slater
determinants. As a result, we obtain the intensities dis-
tributed with wide range of binding energy, orrespond-
ing to various kind of one eletron-hole pair. They onsist
of two peaks; one is loated around ωq − ǫ = 92.5 eV and
another is around 95 eV. The latter peak orresponds to
the exitation from the quasi-bound states around the
bottom of the 3d band in the down spin hannel.
For the exitation of two eletron-hole pairs, the on-
tributions from the up spin hannel are extremely small
by the same reason as for the ase of one eletron-hole
pair. The ontributions arise from the down spin han-
nel; they onsist of three peaks, one small peak around
93.2 eV, and large peaks around 96 and 99 eV. The exi-
tation of three eletron-hole pairs gives rise to only minor
ontribution to the spetra.
Down spin ore-hole
The exited state with the lowest energy (no eletron-
hole pair) has an overlap with the ground state,
〈f0|s↓|g〉 = A↑A↓ with A↑ = 0.708 + i 0.684, A↓ =
0.758+ i 0.576. Note that |A↑|2 = 0.969, whih is lose to
1, although the loal 3d-DOS is strongly modied from
that in the ground state (see Fig. 3(b)). This means that,
by the same reason as explained in the up spin ore-hole,
the one-eletron states in the presene of ore hole are
nearly represented by a unitary transform of oupied 3d
states of the ground state, and thereby the orresponding
Slater determinant is lose to 1. In the down-spin han-
nel, |A↓|2 = 0.906, whih is less than |A↑|2 but lose to
1. This simply means that the modiation of the one-
eletron states by the ore-hole potential is small, due
to the exhange potential. Thereby we obtain a large
spetral weight around the threshold.
For the exitation of one eletron-hole pair, we again
have extremely small ontributions in the up spin hannel
beause of the vanishing overlap with the ground state.
In the down spin hannel, sine the modiation of one-
eletron states by the ore-hole potential is small, the
reation of eletron-hole pair makes the orresponding
state nearly orthogonal to the ground state, and thereby
small ontributions ome out, as shown in Fig. 4.
B. 1s-ore hole
1. one-eletron states
Figure 5 shows the d-DOS at the 1s-ore hole site. It is
a little modied from that with no ore hole (Fig. 2). It
depends little on the spin of the ore hole, indiating that
the exhange eet is rather small. This is antiipated
from the fat that the 1s ore is muh loalized around
the origin than the 3s ore. In addition, no quasi-bound
state exists around the bottom of the 3d bands. Table
6Table II: Sreening harge with the d symmetry within the
mun-tin sphere at the 1s-ore-hole site.
∆nd↑ ∆nd↓ ∆nd (total)
up spin hole 0.35 0.74 1.09
down spin hole 0.36 0.73 1.09
II lists the sreening harges aused by the ore-hole po-
tential within the mun-tin sphere at the ore-hole site.
The sreening harges are nearly independent of the spin
of ore hole.
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Figure 5: The d-DOS at the site of 1s-ore hole with (a) up
spin and (b) down spin.
2. XPS spetra
Figure 6 shows the XPS spetra for the ore hole
with up spin and down spin, respetively. The spe-
tra are broadened by a Lorentzian funtion with FWHM
2Γs = 2.0 eV to take aount of the life-time broad-
ening of the 1s ore. The lowest energy state (no
eletron-hole pair) in the presene of ore hole has a -
nite overlap with the ground state; 〈f0|s↑|g〉 = A↑A↓
with A↑ = 0.836 − i 0.521 (A↑ = −0.848 + i 0.501),
A↓ = 0.737+ i 0.538 (A↓ = −0.708+ i 0.578) for the ore
hole with up (down) spin. Sine |A↑A↓|2 is 0.808 (0.810)
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Figure 6: XPS spetra as a funtion of binding energy for the
1s-ore hole with (a) up spin and (b) down spin.
for the ore hole with up (down) spin, most intensities
are onentrated near the threshold. Only small intensi-
ties arise from the reation of eletron-hole pair with no
appreiate satellite. Unfortunately, we don't know the
experimental data to be ompared with.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have developed an ab-initio method to alulate the
inner-ore XPS spetra. We have applied the method to
the 3s-ore XPS in a ferromagneti metal Fe, where the
spetra are resolved by the spin of photoeletron. We
have found that the spetral intensity distributes in a
wide range of binding energy with a lear satellite for the
ore hole with up spin, while the intensity is onentrated
near the threshold with no satellite peak for the ore hole
with down spin, in good agreement with the experiment.
The origin of suh behavior has been explained in relation
to the 3d band modied by the ore-hole potential.
We have onsidered only the states on the Γ point in
the rst BZ to whih eletrons are distributed in the al-
ulation of the XPS spetra. Sine the rst BZ is redued
to a small size in a system of superells, this may not
ause large errors. With inreasing the states to whih
eletrons are distributed, one may expet that the overlap
between the lowest energy state in the presene of ore
7hole and the ground state would be redued, and that the
ontributions from eletron-pair reation would inrease
near the threshold, leading to an asymmetri peak near
the threshold as a funtion of binding energy. Suh be-
havior has been demonstrated in numerial alulations
on nite size systems.
9,11
On the other hand, the stru-
tures with high binding-energy are expeted to be only a
little inuened by suh a rened treatment. In any ase,
to be more quantitative, we need to inrease k-points to
whih eletrons are distributed as well as to enlarge the
size of superells in the alulation of the XPS spetra.
Aker et al. pointed out that there is poor orrelation
between the satellite position and the magneti moment
on the Fe atom in various alloys and ompounds, and
that the satellite splitting is observed even in some Pauli
paramagnets.
13
We have interpreted the satellite as aris-
ing from an exitation from quasi-bound states to uno-
upied states in one-eletron states. At present it is not
lear how the position of quasi-bound state is orrelated
to the magneti moment in various systems and whether
the satellite appears even in Pauli paramagnets within
the present approah. We need further studies to larify
these points.
The present method ould be extended to analyze XPS
spetra from other ore holes, for example 2p ore in Ni,
and the x-ray absorption spetra.
26
These extensions are
left in future studies.
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